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In general, capital expenditures are those purchases that are made to acquire high-value,
long-lived assets that are then depreciated over a number of years. Purchases of assets
with useful lives greater than one year and with an initial acquisition value of five
thousand dollars ($5,000) or more per item (including taxes, licenses, freight, installation
and any other incidental expenditures necessary to place the asset into service) are
considered to be capital expenditures. Asset types that typically are classified as capital
include land, buildings, building equipment or improvements, other equipment and
certain furniture and fixtures. Books for the library are capitalized and depreciated.
Additionally, certain other assets are recorded and tracked by the College as though they
were capitalized in order to maintain necessary property control procedures, e.g.,
computers and computer systems, assets purchased for or designated by the grantor as
capitalized assets, complete furnishings for new spaces and “system purchases,” where
the total value of all components of a system meets or exceeds the $5,000 threshold
amount. Where furnishings are purchased to replace existing assets, such replacements
are expensed unless they individually meet the capitalization threshold requirements
(above) or significantly extend the useful lives of any related assets (below).
Expenditures made on an existing College asset are capitalized if the expenditure results
in an improved asset, i.e., it significantly extends the useful life or increases the utility of
the asset. Alternatively, spending that largely maintains the original condition of an asset
is considered to be a repair or maintenance expenditure and is expensed.

Procedure 2005.1
Maintaining and Tracking Capital Equipment
The Office of Property Control will place a numbered tag on the items that meet the
qualifications for capital equipment as delineated in Administrative Policy 2005. These
tags will be placed on the items when they are received at the College’s receiving docks
prior to installation or distribution to the department requesting the equipment. The tag
number and descriptive data will be entered into the college’s Fixed Assets database, a
module of the college-wide computing system. This database maintains the detail for all
capital equipment.
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Procedure 2005.2
Property Control Inventory
College property will be inventoried by the Office of Property Control based on a rotating
inventory schedule. A full inventory of all capital assets will be conducted on one campus
and the nearest outlying center(s); the following year, the other campus and any
remaining centers will be inventoried. This schedule will continue to rotate annually and
thereby ensure that the entire district is inventoried within a two-year period. The data
gathered during each inventory cycle will be reconciled with the data in the Fixed Asset
database.
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